## KEY FIGURES FOR THE SECTOR IN 2018

### COLLECTION
- 2.6 billion marketed items, or the equivalent of 624,000 tons each year
- Almost 38% of used CHF were collected
- 45,614 collection points or an average of 1 location for every 1,455 inhabitants
- 239,000 tons collected

### SORTING
- 68 contracted sorting centers
- 100% of centers under contract with Eco TLC have been audited
- 187,160 tons sorted

### SUPPORT FOR R&D
- 44 projects for Research & Development supported by Eco TLC since 2010
- €3.9 million in subsidies involved for these projects

### THE LOCAL AUTHORITIES
- 679 registered local authorities
- 593 contracted local authorities of which 53% were eligible and supported
- 100% of centers under contract with Eco TLC have been audited
- €2.3 million in subsidies paid to local authorities in 2018 for awareness campaigns run in 2017 aimed at the public

### REGISTRED MEMBERS
- 4,237 registered members
- 1,506 membership contracts
- €21.8 million in eco-contributions paid on new CHF marketed in 2018

### WHERE SORTED PRODUCTS END UP
- One person on average gives 3.6 kg of their used CHF a 2nd life each year
- 58.6% are destined for reuse
- 41% are destined for recycling and energy recovery
- Only 0.4% cannot be recovered

### SUMMARY
- Around 9.5 kg of CHF marketed per capita each year on the French market
- 44 projects for Research & Development supported by Eco TLC since 2010
- €3.9 million in subsidies involved for these projects
- €21.8 million in eco-contributions paid on new CHF marketed in 2018